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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Boundary effects on a spin model: microemulsions in a 
confined geometry 

Debashsb Chowdhuryt and Dietrich Stauffer 
lnslitut fiu ThBorellsehe Physib UnivemilAt N K6h, Zidptcher Stpasse 77, D-5Mn K6h 
41. Federal Republic of Germany 

Recerved 17 Apnl 1991 

AklraeL Widom formu!ated a laltice model of miuwmulsions m terms of a spin- 
It2 lsbg system mth nearen-neighbour ferromagneric interaction ard funher-neighbour 
anlifenomagne!r lnteraa~om Thmugh Monte Carto Simulation of the Widom model 
011 a simple cubic lattice of sue L, x 4 x k we have mnvetiigated the surface effecll 

range of the interaclion paramelem we have obsaved fiovel SUUE~U~LS m lhe hamnu-gap 
geomclly, I c, k Q Lz = 4, when L, is of lhe order of a few lattice C O ~ S ~ ~ N S  

On !he s!nlc!tnr by hEp351!!g physica!!ymn!iv2!ed hn.E&fy cnnrf!!lnns !!I 8" h!erez!iEg 

Surface effects on the various phase transitions have been an active field of research 
in statistical mechanics [l]. Many 'universai' features of these effects have been 
dlscovered and most of the simple prototype systems have been thoroughly mvesti- 
gated. Moreover, several non-universal features of the effects of confining surfaces 
on simple fluids [2] as well as some complex fluids [3] have also recewed axention 
during the last few years. We are interested here in some general (non-universal) 
featurns of the surface effects on a spin model defined on a simple cubic lattice. This 
model, called the Widom model 141, was originally introduced as a model for ternary 
microemulsions [SI. Recently, Hansen et a1 [6] have proposed a generalization of 
the Widom model by adding a specific form of four-spin interaction so as to make 
the phase diagram of the model more realistic. We introduce the surfaces through 
appropriate choice of the boundaly conditions in our Monte Carlo simulations of 
these models. We treat the walls in the same spirit as those in the earlier works 
on lattice gas models of confined simple fluids [2]. Our main interest here is in the 
'narrow-gap' geometry where the thickness of the system is much smaller than both 
1- I C U ~ .  P ~ U  YIC~ULII. LIYCIL ~tarurr-gay DUU a ~ r .  rcgwuru as muuci purrs m p r o m  
media [Z]. The novel structures that we observe in the aarrow-gap geometry in our 
MC simulation are quite different from the correspondink StrUCNIeS in the wide-gap 
geometry for identical strengths of the interaction parameters. Our investigation not 
only contributes to the basic understanding of phase ordering in confined systems but 
ow results may also End application in oil extraction technology 171 where oil, brine 
(a solution of inorganic salts in water) and surfactants form a complex fluid &e the 
microemuision is]. 
t On leave f" the School of Physical ScienEer, Jawalrarlal Nehru Uawnny, NRK Delh Iiw67. India. 
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Fa the sake of completencss let us define the lattice models under investigation 
in this !etter and summarize the main features of the phase diagrams of these models; 
these will be used subsequently to understand the effects of the confining walls on 
these phases. The Hamiltonian of the Widom model is given hy 

H = - J c S , S ,  - 2 M x S , S k  - M C S , S ,  (1) 

where the summations in the first, second and the :bud terms are to he carried Oilt 
over, respeively, the nearest-neighbour, second-neighbour and fourth-neighhour spin 
pairs on a simple cubic lattice. The interaction J > 0 is femmagnetic whereas M < 0 
is anrifenomagnetic; the limit M = 0 corresponds to the standard king model on a 
simple cubic lattice. It is often convenient to work with the parameters j = J/k,T and 
m = M/k,T where T is the temperature and kB is the Bolzmann constant The phase 
diagram of this model in the j ,  m plane ha5 been studied extensively 19,101; the nature 
of the ordering depends on the ratio r = m/], as expected. The high-temperature 
phase is pdramagnetic for all values of j and m. The low-temperature equilibrium 
phase along all the lines for which 0 > r > -1110 is ferromagnetic whereas that 
along all lines with -1110 > r > -116 is a layered structure. In the latter phase the 
successive spins are ordered like .... TTJlttll _. , in one direction but in the other two 
directions all spins are mutually parallel; hence the symbol < 2 > is used to describe 
this phase. The transiion from the paramagnetic phase to the ferromagnetic phase 
is second order whereas that between the other phases is first order. 

Let us naw briefly mention how a ternary microemulsion is modelled by this spin 
Hamiltonian 141. Suppose, the system consists of oil, water and amphiphilic molecules, 
the latter be ig  the surfactants. The nearest-neighbour tT pairs describe oil molecules 
and 11 pairs describe water molecules whereas both and If pairs correspond to 
hmphiphilic molecules. It should also be noted that since both the in-plane bonds 
and the out-of-plane bonds correspond to molecules in the Widom model there are 
2L layers of molecules corresponding to L lattice planes containing the spins. The 
disordered fluid phase corresponds to the paramagnetic phase whereas the oil-rich 
and water-rich phases correspond to the two femmagnstic phases of the spin system 
wth, respectively, positive and negative magnetmtions. The layered phase < 2 > 
corresponds to three layers of oil-rich fluid followed by an amphiphile-rich layer 
which, in turn, is followed hy three layers of water-rich fluid followed by another 
amphiphile-rich layer, and so on. 

We carry out MC simulation of the three-dimensional Widom model on a simple 
cubic lattice of size Lx x Ly x L, where the sue of each of the molecules of oil, water 
and amphiphiles is identical to the lattice constant U. The confining walls are parallel 
to the XY plane so that L, is the number of lattice planes, containing flippable 
spins, parallel to the walls. We are mainly interested in the ‘narrow-gap’ geometry 
where L, Q Lx = Ly. Our aim is to investigate $ the structure3 observed in such a 
geometry are different from those in the aide-gap’ geometry which corresponds to 
Lx = Ly = Lz B 1. In order to investigate the surface effects one must begin by 
defining the mteractions of the spins with the surfaces of the confining walls. We can 
imagine three ideal situations: 

(i) ‘Oil-soaked’ walls; in this case the wall has an attractive interaction with 08 and 
repulsive interaction with water. In the spin terminology, the wall prefers up-spin 
neighbours to down-spin ones. This type of wall-spin interactions can be modelled 
by assuming that the wall itself consists of 2 lattice planes of up spins at the top 
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and 2 planes of up spins at the bottom all of which are kept 'frozen' throughout the 
smulation (these four boundary planes are not counted for LZ). 
(ii) 'Soap-~oaked' walk in this m e  every spin in the 4 confining planes (2 at the top 
and 2 at the bottom) is surrounded by a%iparaliz! in-plane neighbours as well as an 
antiparallel neighbour in the adjacent frozen plane. The soap-soaked walls represent 
those which attract only the amphiphilic molecules. 
pi!! 'Dy *&'; !kc wn!! neither attracts rm repels any of the three molecular species; 
it merely acts like an inert boundary. In this case the spins in the two successive lattice 
planes adjacent to the two walls have fewer neighbour9 than those deep inside the 
bulk. Thii situation can he effectively modelled by assigning S = 0 to each of the 
spm in the 4 lattice planes constituting the upper and the lower walls. 

'Ib summarize, we appiy three types of rigid boundary conditions in the 2 direc- 
tion. However, periodic (actually, for efficient vectorization of the computer code 
on CRAY-YMP and NEC-SX~, helical) boundary conditions are applied in the X and Y 
directions. 

We compute the equilibrium concentration piofile of the three molecular species, 
namely, od, water and amphiphiles, along the Z direction on the lattice. kt us de- 
note the concentrations of oil, water and amphiphiles by the symbols C0(Q &(!) and 
CA(!), respectively, in the tth molecular layer, measured from the upper boundary. 
Suppose, Cs!t) is the concentration of the molecular species s in the tth tnolecu- 
iar layer and C,(co) is that in the bulk at very large (effectively infinite) distance 
from both the uppennost and the lowermost boundaries. Then, CJ!) - C,(w) is a 
quantitative measure of the deviation from the hulk ordering caused by the walls. 

In our MC mns often the initial spin configurations are chosen so as to minimize 
the time required for equilibration, always taking care that no spurious metastable 
configuration is mtroduced hy the choice of the initial configuration. In fact, often 
w r  -"CL& L I I a L  'IIu1= uta, "llG "klllal MIllllgvrar'UllJ ('U UllC U, LllGiDC a11 ay,m W.YLilC 

up and in another randomly up and down with equal probability) lead to identical 
results within the statistical fluctuations of the data. We equillhraie the spin system 
by letting it evolve following Glauber single-spin-8ip dynamics and then compute the 
concentrations of the molecules of the three species in every layer perpendicular to 
the Z duection. In our study of the Widom model we vary the tempe.ature along 
fixed lines r = m/j = constant. 

Most of our caicuiations are camed out for systems with L, = Ly = 22. 'We 
find that, within the statistical fluctuations of our data, isentical results are obtained 
by Using systems with larger length and breadth. All the results in the narrow-gap 
geometty are obtained by averaging the data over 5 MC runs for each set of values 
of the parameters. Our preliminary computations on the Widom model have been 
carried out on the SUN workstations with a maximum speed of 0.04 million updates 
per second (MUPS). Most of the production mns have been made using the CRAY-YMP 
at the supemmputer center HLRZ at Julich; the maximum speed of computation [ll] 
achieved with only one processor is approximately 3.6 MUPS, nearly three times slower 
than the K&ln University NEC-sx3 for this model. 

We observe that in the wide-gap geomeay even in the paramagnetic phase, not 
too far from its limit of stability, the oil-soaked walls enforce short-ranged order, 
characteristic of the corresponding low-temperature phase, close to the walls. All ...- --..%".- U. .,..I - . I K I I U ' t L L u "  pLu"1cD w r  U"JG,*T U, "LG wtuc-gap g=on,r;uy a,= 
consistent with the corresponding results obtained earlier by MC simulation [lo] with 

"l."A7 .I.̂ . -^-" .L^_ " ~ "  :..:.:-a ..̂..c-.-"*:-..- I:.. ^^^ ^C ..,.".. "I, "..L." ... ̂_^ 

Ike  fepntwe nf +ha -lmr-t:n.. ---&Lm ..._ -kmn-- :- ... :A- -"- -.__ --- 
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1 = I 085. m = - ()/e) 
t o r , ,  , . , , , , , , "  

2 

e e 
Figure 1. Concentration profile of water m the presence oi oiI-sdrd wails 8" the 
narow-gap p m e t i y  The labels 2, 4. 6 and 8 are the thickmses 4 of the spm system 
measured in the units of the lattice consfat. The strengths gf the interaction parameten 
are I = 1065 and m = - ( j / 8 ) .  Note that for L. = 2 and L, = 6 the priodicrly of 
the omllation is c o ~ l ~ t e n t  wth the pcricdicily of the Stmcmred phase < 2 > exhibited 
by the spm system in the wide-gap geometly for the same values of the inleraclion 
parameterr wheress the concave-shaped middle ponions of the pmtiles observed for 
L, = 4 and Lz = 8 do  not ahtbat this penodlcity, Note lhe change of scale for e along 
the X axis 

periodic boundary conditions in all the three directions. In contrast to the constructive 
influence of the oil-soaked walls, the soap-soaked walls have a desrmctive influence 
on the ordering in the confined system. This effect is, of course, expected on simple 
physical grounds. 

111 the parameter regime -1/10 > r > -1/6, where the structure < 2 > is 
observed in the wide-gap geometry, we observe quite different novel StNctUres in the 
narrow-gap geometry for intermediate values of j. As an example, we have shown in 
figure 1 the concentration profiles for j = 1.m (m = - ( j /8))  for several different 
values of Lz (L, = 2n, with n = 1,2,3,4). Since the molecules sit on th, - bonds 
between the nearest-neighbour spins, L, = 2n means that the layer index e NnS from 

observed are also consistent with that of the < 2 > phase for odd n the Structures 
observed for even n are quite different (figure 1). When L, is an even multiple of 
2 the system prefers, for energetic rqasons, to have majority of the spins in the twc 
layers adjacent to both the oil-soaked walls in the down state. Consequently, the 
system is filled with a water-rich fluid if L, = 4. For the Same reason, the central 
portion of the L, L-. 8 system is oil-rich. 

Novel structures are also Observed in m e  of soap-soaked waUs for intermediate 
values of j .  As an example, we show the concentration profiles of water and oil with 

~0 + ior Ihe moiecuia bemen I'ie ii,iefes&g>y., alEt,Gfi@, tk,e strcc~Gis 
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F@m 2. Concentration profilm of (0) water and (b) 011 in the presence of 11 soap- 
s o a W  walls in the nanuw-gap geometry. Ihe labels 2,4 and 6 are the thickneses k 
of the spin sptem measured in the units of the httvx conslant. The samglhs of the 
uneraction parameters are j = 2.25 and m = -( $3) , Note that for k = 2 a& L, = 6 
lhe p h l ~ c i l y  of the willation are consiwnt with lhe pericdicity of the ~uuctured phase 
< 2 > ahibited by the Spin system io (he wide-gap peomeuy; "fever, Ihe sUncIure 
o k ~ e d  for L, = 4 is quite novel. Note the scale change along both the axes. 
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soapsoaked walls for i  = 2 25 in figures ?,(U) and (b). Note that the structure for Lz = 
4 is spxially interesting as it does not exhibit the periodicity of the structure < 2 >. 

In cases of oil-soaked walls as well as soap-soaked walls we also obseiserve that with 
the p d u a l  increase of j (keeping I fixed) the system gradually .lajust, the relative 
concentrations of oil and water in the various layers so as to deform the structure 
smoothly over to the structure < 2 > in the limit j -+ 00 (Le., T - 0). For example, 
for both types of walls the structures observed in our simulation form = - ( j /8)  with 
j = 4.0 is almost indistingubaahle from that ohserved LI! the wide-gq g ~ ~ m ~ t r y ,  

The dry walls have a triviil effect on the name  of the ordering; the ordering 
gets weakened near the walls because of h e r  interaction energy. For example, for 
j = 1.065 and m = - ( j /8)  the concenaation of water in the water-rich layers adjaceut 
to the walls are lower than thal in the water-rich layers closer to the middle of the 
pore. Similarly, the concentration of oil in the oil-rich layers also decreases as we 
move from the centre of the pore towards the walls. Cbnsequently, for the same 
values of the interaction parameters the order characteristic of the < 2 > phase is 
observed in a 22 x 22 x Lx system only if L, is at least 14. 

In summary, we have studied the effect\ of thc confining walls on the equilbbrism 
structure of a specific spin system which was introduced originally by Widom to 
represent ternary microemulsions in bulk in  two earlier studies [ll, 121 of the Widom 
model on randomly diluted lattices a finite fraction of all the lattice sites were ‘dry’ 
(S = 0); in t h i  scenario ‘pores’ could he as small as the molecular size. Thus, the 

our model fL, = L B L, > 1) than those in [11,12]. However, we must point 
out that we have dnsidered only single ‘pores’ in the form of ‘slits’ [2]; the real 
p?:ous iilaterials, of course, consist of an interconnected network of pores of various 
shapes and sizes. Moreover. quantitatbe comparison with future experiments may 
also require re-investigation of the surface effects using more realistic models of 
microemulsions, e.g., the spin-1 nodel [SI. In this letter we have focused attention 
on the narrow-gap geometry. In fact, the pores in our study were so namw that it is 
more appropriate to designate these as micropores [ 131. Only the main results for the 
Widom model have been summarized in this letter. For the generafwd Widom model 
[6] we have observed similar effece of the walls when the structure corresponding 
to the wide-gap geometry was layered. The details of our results will be reponed 
elsewhere [14]. 

We thank Annon Aharony and David Andelman for suggesting this wr.rk, Alex 
Hansen and Michael Schick for valuable discussions, the reieree for useful comments, 
Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung (for a fellowship to DC) and the joint German- 
Norwegian Research Cooperation (through the grant BMFT-0326657D) for financial 
support and Supercomputer a n t e r  HLRZ, Julich, fer Cray the .  

eife- of &e pores on microemuisions have been ~corpora@j more reaiis&&;t 
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